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For some, North Carolina literature seems to start andend with Thomas Wolfe. But that simplistic notiondenies a long and distinguished literary history thatbegins before the first narratives were written about thesettlements at Plymouth and Jamestown. In fact, NorthCarolina easily boasts the longest literary heritage inEnglish of any state, a heritage that began well before thecreation, even, of state borders and identities. While thissyllabus is not inclusive, it does try to cover the state'smost notable literary works from 1584 to the twentiethcentury. The term "literature" is used broadly here, toinclude genres not commonly associated with literarystudies. Travelogues, diaries, and propaganda treatisesmay be more often associated, for example, with disciplines such as geography, history, and political science.But no matter what their genre, if written works hold thereading interest of passing generations, they may, without much license, be called literature. Such are theseworks. "North Carolina literature" refers here to worksthat deal with North Carolina, are set in North Carolina,or were written by people who were born, lived extensively, or traveled in what is now known as NorthCarolina. Readers should always bear in mind that someworks are included more for what they tell us than for ahigh literary style; and they should recognize the impor-tance of how literary history, just as political, social, andeconomic history, has evolved. For contemporary readers, some of these works will be difficult to get throughwithout such recognitions. Unfortunately, many are out of print and, therefore,accessible only to diligent readers willing to seek outearlier editions. Some, such as James JohnstonPettigrew's Notes on Spain and the Spaniards, have not, tomy knowledge, been reprinted since their original publication. Richard Walser has done a great service forstudents of North Carolina literature by reissuing several

George Higby Throop's Bertie - but even some of hisreprints are no longer in print and are difficult to find. Some reprints by scholars other than Walser - including 
Byrd'sHistoryandSchaw'sfoumalofaLadyofQuality-areout of print and generally unavailable. The tasks facing scholars of early North Carolina literature are many and fundamental, including critical editions of works notnow generally available to readers. Appended to each reading II assignment" are abbreviated lists of North Carolina libraries where copies of mostbooks are located; a key to these abbreviations appears atthe end of this syllabus. (Those entries without such listsare generally available in the editions noted.)Readers should remember that some library copies arerare editions and access to them may be limited. Reference librarians, especially those in the many excellentNorth Carolina Collections and reading rooms about thestate, can be particularly helpful in securing copies,although in many instances photocopies or microfilmcopies will have to suffice. As for the ordering of the texts in the syllabus, somemay prefer a different method of arrangement, perhapswith the narratives about the Roanoke voyages separatedfrom the eighteenth-century works or with the CivilWar works in a category distinct from those of theReconstruction period. Others may wish to arrange thetexts not by chronology or historical periods but bygenres - diaries, drama, fiction, poetry, speeches, travelogues, and the like. But the ordering here is chosen togive readers a chronological overview of the state's chiefliterary works preceding the twentieth century. 

I neglected early North Carolina Works - among them

Instructors wishing to teach from this syllabus canadjust its pace by having students read more excerptsand fewer complete works. It was originally devised formy East Carolina University graduate seminar, "EarlyNorth Carolina Literature" (3 semester hours). Studentsin that seminar found it represented a heavy but not overwhelming reading load for their 14-week semester. 
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Thomas Burke's Poems, Lemuel Sawyer's Blackbeard, and
138 North Carolina Literary Review 
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Read the whole syllabus in NCLR's premiere issue, still available for purchase here!

https://epay-banner.ecu.edu/C20694_ustores/web/product_detail.jsp?PRODUCTID=281&SINGLESTORE=true
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Find information for NCLR's call for pedagogical submissions here.

http://nclr.ecu.edu/submissions/pedagogical_submissions.html





